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Disclaimer: Very preliminary results, work just started
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Exclusive physics overview

Current workforce: UConn group
Kyungseon Joo, Stefan Diehl, Andrey Kim, FXG

Process Sensitivity
Coherent e 3He→ e 3Heγ Nuclear partonic structure
Incoherent e n→ e nγ GPD E Ji’s sum rule
Coherent e 3He→ e 3Heπ0

Transversity GPDs DVCS backgroundIncoherent e n→ e nπ0

Incoherent e N → e Nπ+/−
Valence quarks Complementary

Incoherent e N → e Σ+/−K+/−

Coherent e 3He→ e 3Heφ Nuclear gluonic structureIncoherent e n→ e nφ Neutron
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Input Fermi momentum

R. B. Wiringa et al Nucleon and nucleon-pair momentum distributions in A<12 nuclei
Phys. Rev. C 89, 024305 (2014)
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Input charge and magnetic FFs
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FIG. 1: 3He elastic structure function A(Q2) data from
this experiment, compared to selected previous data and the
present theoretical calculation with the hyperspherical har-
monics variational method (see text).

FIG. 2: 3He charge form factor FC data from this experiment,
compared to selected previous data and the present theoreti-
cal calculation with the hyperspherical harmonics variational
method (see text).

and recoil triggers after imposing the above particle iden-
tification “cuts”. To check the overall normalization,
elastic e-proton (e-p) scattering was measured at several
kinematics. The e-p data are in excellent agreement with
the world data, as described in Ref. [19].

The elastic e-3He cross section values were calculated
using the formula:
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where Ner is the number of electron-recoil 3He elastic
events, Nb is the number of incident beam electrons, Nt

FIG. 3: 3He magnetic form factor FM data from this experi-
ment, compared to selected previous data and the present the-
oretical calculation with the hyperspherical harmonics varia-
tional method (see text).

is the number of target nuclei/cm2, ("!)MC is the ef-
fective coincidence solid angle (which includes most ra-
diative e#ects) from a Monte Carlo simulation, F is the
portion of the radiative corrections that depends only on
Q2 and T (1.07-1.10) [21], and Ccor = CdetCcdtCrniCden.
Here, Cdet is the correction for the ine$ciency of the
Čerenkov counter and the calorimeter (1.01) (the scin-
tillator counter hodoscopes were found to be essentially
100% e$cient), Ccdt is the computer dead-time correc-
tion (1.04-1.56), Crni is a correction for losses of recoil
nuclei due to nuclear interactions in the target cell and
vacuum windows (1.02-1.08), and Cden is a correction to
the target density due to beam heating e#ects (ranging
between 1.02 at 29µA and 1.07 at 99µA). There were
no contributions to the elastic e-3He cross section from
events originating in the target cell end-caps, as deter-
mined from runs with the empty replica target. The e-p
elastic cross section values were determined similarly.

The e#ective coincidence solid angle was evaluated
with a Monte Carlo computer code that simulated elas-
tic electron-nucleus scattering under identical conditions
as our measurements [21]. The code tracked scattered
electrons and recoil nuclei from the target to the detec-
tors through the two HRS systems using optical models
based on magnetic field measurements and precision po-
sition surveys of their elements. The e#ects from ion-
ization energy losses and multiple scattering in the tar-
get and vacuum windows were taken into account for
both electrons and recoil nuclei. Bremsstrahlung radia-
tion losses for both incident and scattered electrons in
the target and vacuum windows, as well as internal ra-
diative e#ects, were also taken into account. It should
be noted that the two-photon exchange e#ect is not in-
cluded in the radiative corrections implementation. A
credible correction to the data for this e#ect should be
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Hall A 3He FFs measurement Phys. Rev. Lett. 119, 162501 (2017)
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Coherent simulations

Generated kinematics
Q2 > 1 GeV2, xB > 0.05, W > 1.8 GeV
θe > 5◦ and Ee > 1.25 GeV

Note limited −t range by nuclear FF
Node around −tA ≈ 0.2 GeV2
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Coherent simulations

Accepted particle kinematics
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Coherent simulations

Very rough estimate of π0 contamination
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Incoherent simulations

Simulations include ≈ 10% efficiency
Need central neutron acceptance
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Incoherent simulations
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Summary outlook

Exclusive reactions group proposal on polarized 3He target

Rich physics with many channels

Work just started, preliminary results

No show stopper foreseen

Nexts steps: absolute rate projections

Polarized observables and sensitivities to GPDs

Lots of work ahead but exciting dataset!
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